
P AINTING IN ACRYLICS AND OILS 

Nora Sallows 

360 Orth Rd. 

Wauseon, OH 43567 

419-335-5110 

 

Dear Artist, 
 

Beginning September 30, I am teaching a six week class for beginning and intermediate 

painters on Thursdays at Delta United Methodist Church from 6:00 pm-8:30 pm.  The 

cost is $79 and the class size is limited to 10. The church is located at 101 Northwood 

Dr, just off Edgewood Dr.  Enter through the North door (the one where the playground 

equipment is located) and we will hold our class in the first Sunday school room on 

your left. If you are interested please register EARLY by calling me at 419-335-5110. I 

need a minimum of four people signed up by September 21st to hold the class. 
 

During the first two sessions we will focus on designing a good picture and  getting the proportions right.  

Returning students who are confident in their abilities may wish to work on their own projects with less guid-

ance after the first two class sessions. If you are just beginning or haven’t painted in a long time you will 

make more progress if you work on the recommended projects. But I realize some people have little interest 

in the “how to” aspect and are more interested in the finished piece so I will be flexible. 

 

SYLLABUS (working and subject to change) 
 

Sept. 30:  Drawing and how it relates to good painting 
Learn to use a thumbnail sketch. Make a viewfinder and learn how to use it. 

THIS SESSION: Paper and paints are supplied. We will talk about the supplies you need and I will have a cata-

log available for ordering things you need.  Please bring  a piece of wood, 

foamboard or masonite 11” x 14” or larger to tape your support to, a pal-

ette to mix your paint on, a roll of paper towels and an easel. 

PROJECT: Simple still life — part 1.  
 

Oct. 7: Flat tones and creating the illusion of three dimensions 
Learn about mass tones, shadows, and highlights and how they need to be 

considered to create the illusion of three dimensions.  

PROJECT: Simple still life — part 2. (A new project will be provided for those 

who finished last week as not everyone works at the same pace.) 
 

Oct. 14: Color and mixing using a Limited Palette 
Focus on color harmony and creating images that look natural and NOT 

garish. 

PROJECT: Working with white and three primary colors plus an earth we will 

create a painting that has natural color harmony. Bring your own reference or use the photo supplied. Rec-

ommended  size: 11” x 14” 

(ALSO) Not all painting supports are created equal. I will explain the difference between canvas, linen, pa-

per, boards etc. and why certain techniques lend themselves better to a smooth surface. 
 

Oct. 21: The Limitations of Photographs  
Working from photos requires a good photo. I’ll explain what to look for in your reference photo and how to 

identify a good one.  PROJECT: We will all work from the same source photograph. Advanced students may 

choose to work from their own photo reference. PROJECT: Create a landscape using the alla prima or “wet in 

wet” technique. Everyone’s landscape will look different when we are finished! 
 

Oct. 28: Using Glazes to Create a painting  
PROJECT: Use a 4-5 value underpainting to simplify the subject. Bring a photograph of a landscape or another 

subject that is interesting to you. Create an underpainting in acrylic and learn how to glaze paint in layers. 
 

Oct. 28: Using Glazes to Create a painting, part 2  
PROJECT: Finish the painting we began last week and add more glazes. 

 


